This paper presents initial results on the aerodynamics of flapping wings motivated by its application to MAV design. Flapping wings have the potential to improve the performance of MAVs in terms of increased maneuverability, control authority, and gust response as compared to fixed wing designs [1] [2] . Of particular interest are small birds like hummingbirds and large insects like hawkmoths which show remarkable flight maneuverability and precision suitable for a number of MAV missions. However natural flyers such as the hummingbirds or hawkmoths have complex wing kinematics 3 . A better understanding of the essential features leading to their high aerodynamic performance is needed in order to implement this kinematics in MAV system. Another feature of natural flyers is flexible flapping wings. Several studies 1, 5 have shown that flexible wings can yield better performance when compared to rigid wings over a limited range of the relevant stiffness parameter.
In the present research we extend earlier work on the aerodynamics of pitching and plunging airfoils 5 and wings 6 to flapping motions. A new flapping wing apparatus was developed to study the aerodynamics of wings in hover and forward flight in a water channel. In the current implementation we consider 2-degrees of freedom flapping and pitching motions in hover. We investigate the bio-inspired kinematics of the hawkmoth 3 , first determining the relevant Reynolds numbers and reduced frequencies properly scaled for water tests. In these initial tests we compare the force measurements of these motions to similar pitch-plunge studies in order to determine the role of flapping on aerodynamic performance and propulsion efficiency. Finally, we document the role of flexibly on aerodynamic performance in the context of the bio-inspired kinematics.
II. Experimental Methods
In this study, a stepper motor driven assembly is used to drive the wing in an arbitrary periodic motion. The apparatus drives the wing flapping angle, ϕ, and the pitch incidence angle, α, as illustrated in Figure 1 . A stepper motor system shown in Figure 2 is installed in a free-surface water channel with test section cross section 60.9 cm x 60.9 cm under quiescent conditions at the University of Michigan. The free surface of the water channel is located 4 cm above the flapping axis of rotation. To acquire force measurements we utilize a six-component ATI Nano 25 IP68 submersible force/torque transducer and associated instrumentation. The force/torque sensor is located at the root of the wing as shown on the left portion of Figure 2 . The force data are recorded with a NI USB-6225 data acquisition board. In order to synchronize the acquired data with the motion of the wing, TTL pulses are generated four times per cycle by the stepper motor drivers. The wing motion is actuated by two Velmex B4800TS series rotary stages through a custom gear train both shown in Figure 2 . The test airfoils, which span 241 mm and a chord of 79 mm, consist of Zimmerman planform wings, in this case two quarter ellipses sharing a major axis at the quarter chord line. Figure 3 is an image of the flexible test article fabricated for rotation about the leading edge of the wing and reinforced with a triangular aluminum plate at the mounting location. In order to calculate the work done on the airfoil, it is convenient to work on the sensor frame. The work done by the pitching axis is simply the torque about the z-axis of the sensor multiplied by the pitching rotation rate. The contribution due to the flapping motion is slightly more subtle since the load cell is not located at the center of the flapping rotation. The torque in the flapping plane about the center of the flapping axis is composed of the sum of the torque in the flapping plane about the sensor center and the force in the flapping plane multiplied by the distance of the sensor center to the flapping axis.
III. Results
There are two nondimensional parameters for flapping motion in hover, the Reynolds number and the reduced frequency. First we define the Reynolds Number based on the mean velocity of the pitch pivot point at 75% span, and the wing's chord at that location. 
The unsteady nondimensional parameter to match is the reduced frequency, and it is defined using the same reference parameters.
We define the resulting dimensional parameters below using the selected Reynolds number of 7100 and a reduced frequency of 0.21. Figure 5 shows typical results of the measured aerodynamic force for the HM2 kinematics. The results plotted are in the sensor coordinate frame. The results show that the wing normal force is much larger than the chordwise as expected for a thin airfoil with sharp leading and trailing edges. Also shown in figure 5 is the measurement uncertainty which is defined as one standard deviation of the ensemble averaged, where the uncertainty of the various tare contributions are combined assuming statistical independence. The typical measurements uncertainty for these results is approximately 7%.
In the results described below the thrust coefficient is defined based on the reference speed at the 75% span location and wing area. Another important parameter is the propulsion efficiency of flapping wings. Here we use the figure of merit frequently used to characterize propeller and rotor efficiency. The ideal power required to produce a thrust T is given by equation 5, where A is the area swept by the flapping wing and  is the fluid density. The figure of merit M is the ratio M = P ideal /P  .
(5)
In order to assess the thrust performance of the bio-inspired kinematics force measurements were taken for HM1, HM2 and the sinusoidal kinematics. The experiments were conducted with a rigid wing and a flexible wing and for parameters as described above. Phase-averaged results are given in Figures 6 and 7 and mean results are summarized in Table 2 . Figure 6 shows the thrust coefficient and input mechanical power for the rigid wing. For the present hover kinematics the thrust and power are expected to be periodic of period T/2 since the up and down stroke should produce substantially the same thrust and require the same input power. However, the measured results show small discrepancies between up and down stroke, which are not well understood. They could be due to installation asymmetries or water tunnel blockage effects. In all cases maximum thrust coefficients around 3 are measured. These values are consistent with comparable results for pitch-plunge motions reported by Vandenheede at al. 6 The sinusoidal kinematics show an early peak in thrust coefficient at t/T ~ 0.1 followed by a larger peak at t/T ~ 0.25. For the HM1 kinematics there are three peaks in thrust coefficient at t/T ~ 0.1, 0.2, 0.35. For the HM2 kinematics the peak are at t/T ~ 0.15 and 0.4. Input power results follow the thrust coefficient results and input power generally follows thrust coefficient amplitude except for the first peak at t/T ~ 0.1 which does not show comparable maxima in input power for the sinusoidal and HM1 kinematics. The input power peak at t/T ~ 0.4 for the HM1 and HM2 kinematics is more pronounced than the thrust coefficient peak. It is clear that small changes in pitch angle history produce large changes in the thrust coefficients and input power, and a better understanding of the underlying flow development is necessary to fully account for these changes. Figure 7 shows the results for the flexible wing using the same kinematics as for the data in figure 6 for a rigid wing. The main feature of the thrust coefficient and input power histories remain the same. There are small changes in amplitude with the flexible wing producing larger thrust coefficient and input power than the corresponding rigid wing.
Cycle means and propulsion efficiency results are summarized in Table 2 . Clearly the flexible wing produces larger mean thrust coefficients for all cases considered. In contrast motion kinematics does not seem to impact mean thrust very much despite the large changes in force history. 
IV. Conclusion
Using a two degree of freedom flapping apparatus, we have measured the fluid forces on a rigid and a flexible wing undergoing bio-inspired motions. We selected the stiffness of the flexible wing to yield a significant performance change based on a nondimensional analysis. While we see that the kinematics measured in this analysis do not perform significantly better than pure sinusoidal motion, the bio-inspired kinematics demonstrate drastically different force time histories. Furthermore the flexible wing airfoils exhibit a slightly increased performance when compared to rigid wing airfoils under the same motion conditions. The bio-inspired kinematics do not have better thrust or performance than the purely sinusoidal motion, but the hover motion with the incidence angle corrected for the elevation angle shows a significant improvement over the motion neglecting the effect of the elevation angle entirely.
The three primary results of this work are that the bio-inspired motions produce two distinct force peaks during the half stroke while the sinusoidal motion produces a single peak. The sinusoidal flapping kinematic produces the larges thrust coefficient and performance for the cases studied. Finally, the isotropic flexible wings produced slightly more thrust and performance for identical kinematics using a rigid wing. Comparison with pitch-plunge motion 6 , the present flapping wing results show comparable thrust time histories with the pitch-plunge cases showing slightly lower thrust coefficient, which can be attributed to normalization.
